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[Wobble] Magic Panels random groups flash on then off Effect Exc 1
[Beat comes in] Magic Panels join beat, still random groups, but also worm chases Effect Exc 2

Verse 1
["Shoop" Richochet sound - throughout] Flick vertical bar, blue-white across MPs, L-R Effect Exc 3
And another one bites the dust Top light from VLs in Blue, with spot in white LX 1
Oh why can I not conquer love?
And I might have thought that we were one
Wanted to fight this war without weapons

And I wanted it, I wanted it bad Deck sharpies burst on and establish LX 2
But there were so many red flags Air sharpies inside random dimmer in red (1 sec) LX 3
Now another one bites the dust
Yeah, let's be clear, I'll trust no one

[ramp] Strobes (All) and intensity random chase thorughout (VLs)

Pre-Chorus (a)
You did not break me All drop out, Air arch with VersaPix in back (KEEP THE SPOT) LX 4
I'm still fighting for peace VersaPix on sides LX 5

[Breakdown] Stop Flicks, intensify random MPs chase Stomp + LX 6

Chorus
["Shoop" Richochet sound - throughout] Flick vertical bar, blue-white across MPs, R-L Effect Exc 4
Well, I've got thick skin and an elastic heart, RESTORE LX 11
But your blade—it might be too sharp
I'm like a rubber band until you pull too hard,
Yeah, I may snap and I move fast
But you won't see me fall apart
'Cause I've got an elastic heart

Pre-Chorus (b)
I've got an elastic heart All drop out, Air arch with VersaPix in back (KEEP THE SPOT) Stomp+LX 12
Yeah, I've got an elastic heart VersaPix on sides LX 13

Verse  2
["Shoop" Richochet sound - throughout] Flick bar across MPs, Ctr-L+R Effect Exc 5
And I will stay up through the night Color shift to deck sharpies in White, Deck VLs in LX 21
And let's be clear, won't close my eyes Lav, Toplight, in dark Blue
And I know that I can survive
I'll walk through fire to save my life

And I want it, I want my life so bad
I'm doing everything I can
Then another one bites the dust
It's hard to lose a chosen one Pull in to just tops in white LX 22
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Pre-Chorus (a)
You did not break me All drop out, Air arch with VersaPix in back (KEEP THE SPOT) LX 31
I'm still fighting for peace VersaPix on sides LX 32

[ramp] Strobes (All) and intensity random chase thorughout (VLs)

Chorus
Well, I've got thick skin and an elastic heart, Top light begins to random dimmer bump LX 41
But your blade—it might be too sharp also restore MP random chase 
I'm like a rubber band until you pull too hard,
Yeah, I may snap and I move fast
But you won't see me fall apart
'Cause I've got an elastic heart

Bridge
Oh oh-oh-oh-oh-oh-oh-oh-oh-oh oh-oh-oh-oh Just MPs doing their thing LX 42
Oh oh-oh-oh-oh-oh-oh-oh-oh-oh
Oh-oh-oh-oh

[ramp] Strobes (All) and intensity random chase thorughout (VLs)

Chorus
Well, I've got thick skin and an elastic heart, Restore last LX 51
But your blade—it might be too sharp
I'm like a rubber band until you pull too hard,
Yeah, I may snap and I move fast
But you won't see me fall apart
'Cause I've got an elastic heart

Well, I've got thick skin and an elastic heart, MPs Tilt down and in to Sia, rest drops out LX 61
But your blade—it might be too sharp Versa Pix take over random dimmering
I'm like a rubber band until you pull too hard, MPs shimmer
Yeah, I may snap and I move fast
But you won't see me fall apart
'Cause I've got an elastic heart

I've got an elastic heart Snap to white toplight from VLs, then out LX 71


